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China’s stocks fell, led by real- estate developers, on concern the government 
will introduce property curbs to stem increases in home prices.

South Korea’s won climbed to a five- week high on speculation local 
shipbuilders are flooding the market with dollars after winning international 
orders. Government bonds were little changed.

Japanese shares rose, with the Topix index headed for its highest level in 
nearly two months, amid optimism about earnings in Japan and the U.S and 
as the yen held losses against the dollar.

Indian stock-index futures dropped after the Reserve Bank of India raised two 
interest rates yesterday, stepping up efforts to aid the rupee after its plunge 
to a record low.

15 July

Hong Kong stocks advanced, with the benchmark index gaining a third day, 
after foreign investment in China rose and ahead of Federal Reserve Chairman 
Ben S. Bernanke’s policy report. AAC Technologies Holdings Inc. slumped on a 
possible delay of Apple Inc.’s iPhone 5S.

The dollar rose against a majority of its peers with Federal Reserve Chairman 
Ben S. Bernanke due to testify to Congress today.

The Australian dollar snapped its biggest consecutive two-day gain since 
November 2011 on speculation the Reserve Bank may cut interest rates to a 
record low next month and China’s economy will slow.

Copper declined after large producers reported higher-than-expected output, 
raising the possibility of excess supply.

16 July

Bonds advanced after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke damped 
concern that stimulus may be curbed. Asian stocks fell as the International 
Monetary Fund said China’s economic growth may trail estimates.

Chinese stocks fell for a second day, led by real estate companies and 
commodity producers, amid concern increasing home prices will limit room 
for the government to spur economic growth.

The International Monetary Fund is considering supporting Argentina in its 
request to the U.S. Supreme Court for a review of a lower-court ruling in its 
legal battle over its defaulted debt, according to two people familiar with the 
matter.

The yen weakened against most major peers on bets Group of 20 finance 
ministers and central bankers meeting this week will endorse the Bank of 
Japan’s monetary easing that aims to stoke 2 percent inflation.

17 July

Japan shares swung between gains and losses ahead of elections on Sunday, 
after the Topix index rose for four straight days, as shippers and non-ferrous 
metal producers fell while consumer lenders advanced.

Rubber was set for the largest weekly gain 10 as oil climbed and a weakening 
Japanese yen improved the appeal of yen-denominated contracts.

Hong Kong stocks fell, with the city’s benchmark index falling a second day, 
led by property developers and power producers.

The yen headed for a weekly decline against all its major peers before 
elections that may give Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe a mandate to 
pursue policies that have helped drive the currency down 14 percent this year.

18 July

Chinese stocks fell for a fourth day as banks slumped on concern lending 
margins will shrink, while investors speculated looser interest-rate controls 
will benefit smaller companies.

Treasury two-year yields touched a one-month low as the manager of the 
world’s biggest bond fund joined investors betting that the Federal Reserve 
will maintain accommodative monetary policy to support the economy.

OAO Rostelecom, the best performing Russian stock this month, is poised for 
further gains as the phone company takes steps to allow the government to 
sell its stake, according to UralSib Financial Corp.

Most Japanese shares rose, with the Topix index little changed, after Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe’s ruling coalition solidified control of parliament in 
elections yesterday. Gains were limited as the yen strengthened.

19 July


